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ABSTRACT

Human immunodeficiency virus genome dimeriza-
tion is initiated through an RNA–RNA kissing inter-
action formed via the dimerization initiation site
(DIS) loop sequence, which has been proposed to
be converted to a more thermodynamically stable
linkage by the viral p7 form of the nucleocapsid
protein (NC). Here, we systematically probed
the role of specific amino acids of NCp7 in its
chaperone activity in the DIS conversion using
2-aminopurine (2-AP) fluorescence and nuclear
magnetic resonance spectroscopy. Through com-
parative analysis of NCp7 mutants, the presence of
positively charged residues in the N-terminus was
found to be essential for both helix destabilization
and strand transfer functions. It was also observed
that the presence and type of the Zn finger is im-
portant for NCp7 chaperone activity, but not the
order of the Zn fingers. Swapping single aromatic
residues between Zn fingers had a significant
effect on NCp7 activity; however, these mutants
did not exhibit the same activity as mutants in
which the order of the Zn fingers was changed,
indicating a functional role for other flanking
residues. RNA chaperone activity is further
correlated with NCp7 structure and interaction
with RNA through comparative analysis of nuclear
magnetic resonance spectra of NCp7 variants, and
complexes of these proteins with the DIS dimer.

INTRODUCTION

Human immunodeficiency virus-1 (HIV-1), in its mature
form, contains two copies of genomic RNA (gRNA)

non-covalently bound as a homodimer through the dimer-
ization initiation site (DIS) (1). Viral RNA dimerization
has been shown to be involved in various steps in the viral
life cycle such as recombination, reverse transcription and
gag translation (2). The DIS is located within the
viral packaging sequence in the 50-untranslated region
(50-UTR) known as the � site (3–8). The � site contains
four conserved stem-loop structures (SL1–SL4) that are
linked by 4–13 nucleotide single-stranded regions, where
the SL1 contains the DIS, SL2 is the major splice donor
site, SL3 forms the principal portion of the packaging
signal and SL4 contains the AUG translation initiation
codon site. Dimerization of the gRNA is initiated
through formation of an RNA–RNA kissing complex
between the highly conserved palindromic loop sequences
of the SL1 stem-loop. In vitro studies of short RNA con-
structs that mimic the SL1 stem-loop have shown spon-
taneous formation of RNA–RNA kissing complexes that
are stabilized by magnesium (9–13). Further, the RNA–
RNA kissing dimer can be converted in vitro to a more
thermodynamically stable extended duplex dimer by incu-
bation at a temperature of 55�C or by addition of nucleo-
capsid protein p7 (NCp7) (14–17). From these studies, it
has been shown that this two-step process of first forma-
tion of the DIS kissing dimer followed by stem strand
exchange to form the extended duplex dimer is dependent
on the SL1 stem-loop concentration, the RNA sequence/
structure and ionic conditions. The SL1 RNA constructs
in these studies demonstrated the essential role of RNA
sequence in governing the DIS kissing dimer maturation
through overlapping modulation of kissing dimer stabil-
ity, local structural dynamics and interaction with NCp7.
It has been proposed that the conversion of the SL1
kissing dimer linkage to an extended duplex structure
also occurs in the context of the genome during budding
of the virus particle, and that this process is chaperoned
by NCp7 (18,19). In addition to playing a role in the
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maturation of the gRNA dimer, NCp7 is also essential in
other important processes in HIV replication, such as
reverse transcription (20–27).
NCp7, the fully processed protein found in mature

HIV-1, is a 55-amino acid basic protein that is initially
synthesized as a domain of the Gag polyprotein. NCp7
contains two Zinc (Zn) finger motifs of the type Cys-X2-
Cys-X4-His-X4-Cys (CCHC) that are linked by a basic
seven amino acid sequence, flanked by a highly basic
N-terminus and a short six amino acid C-terminus (28).
In each Zn finger, a Zn ion is bound in a tetrahedral
coordination complex by cysteine thiol side chains and
the imidazole ring of histidine. The highly conserved Zn
fingers each contain one aromatic residue, phenylalanine in
the N-terminal Zn finger (often referred to as the proximal
Zn finger), tryptophan in the C-terminal Zn finger (the
distal Zn finger), and they differ in only five amino acid
positions in the NL4-3 strain, which is used in the current
study, as shown in Figure 1A. Three-dimensional struc-
tures of the full-length NCp7 (29,30) and an N-terminally
truncated version of the protein (NCp7 13–55) (31) have
been solved using high-resolution nuclear magnetic reson-
ance (NMR) methods. The full-length NCp7 structure has
a disordered N-terminus that has been shown to form a 310
helix on binding � site RNA stem-loops (32,33). In the
N-terminally truncated NCp7 structure, the aromatic
residues in the Zn fingers were found to be juxtaposed to
each other and form a hydrophobic patch (31). This struc-
tural positioning of the tryptophan within a hydrophobic
patch provides a platform for stacking interactions with
guanine bases in single-stranded and loop regions of
RNA (34,35).
Owing to NCp7’s multiple roles in HIV replication and

its validation as a target for anti-HIV therapies, several
groups have studied different aspects of NCp7 function,
including, but not limited to, its role in tRNA priming,
gRNA packaging and reverse transcription, both in vivo
and in vitro (23,28,36–45). These studies have been carried
out using the entire gRNA, or model RNA stem-loop
structures and have resulted in identification of various
residues of NCp7 that are essential for NCp7’s RNA
binding and its different chaperone activities. For
example, using an NCp7 SSHS/SSHS mutant, where the
Zn coordinating cysteines were mutated to serines, and
terbium cleavage experiments, it has been shown that
the positive charge of the NCp7 alone is sufficient for
the annealing of tRNALys,3 to the primer binding site
(PBS), but the Zn fingers are needed for efficient destabil-
ization of the tRNA core structure (40). In vivo experi-
ments carried out using Zn finger coordination mutants
(H23C and H44C, which change the Zn coordination
motif from CCHC to CCCC) have shown that the
wild-type Zn fingers are strictly required for efficient
reverse transcription and viral DNA protection as well
as initial integration events (41,46). Using chemical and
enzymatic probing assays, Kanevsky et al. (47) have also
shown that NCp7 Zn fingers interact with the guanine
residues in the apical loop of Trans activating response
element (TAR), whereas the N-terminal basic residues
may facilitate binding to the upper stem region. Further,
a comprehensive in vivo study of the effect of 40 different

mutations of NCp7 on gRNA dimerization has found that
each segment of NCp7 (the N-terminus, the two Zn fingers
and the linker) plays a role in the efficient gRNA dimer-
ization and packaging (36). Using a fragmentation
approach and an in vitro gel assay to dissect the require-
ments for the Zn fingers and basic regions of NCp7 in its
chaperoning activity, it was found that the basic regions
were necessary and sufficient for promoting the conver-
sion of SL1 stem-loop DIS kissing dimers (48,49). These

Figure 1. (A) NCp7 wild-type protein sequence. Zn coordinating and
basic residues in the N-terminus are shown in bold. The aromatic
residues Phe16 and Trp37 are in bold and circled. (B) SL1 hairpin
constructs. The residues changed from the wild-type sequence in the
DIS loop region are bolded, and the adenines that are replaced by 2-AP
in the two fluorescent constructs [DIS24(GA)-4ap and DIS24(GA)-
12ap] are circled. The DIS24(UC) contains a complementary bulged
uracil that forms a base-pair on maturation and the exchanged stem
in the DIS23(HxUC), which disfavors formation of the duplex via
strand exchange, are boxed. The DIS23(GA) hairpin used in the
NMR experiments is the same sequence as the DIS24(GA) constructs
with the exception that the bulged adenosine at position 4 is deleted.
(C) Representative plot of the DIS kissing complex to extended duplex
conversion measured by 2-AP fluorescence emission quenching as a
function of time after the addition of wild-type NCp7 to the
DIS24(GA)-4ap�DIS24(UC) kissing complex at physiological pH
(225 nM NCp7 protein was added to 100 nM of RNA kissing
complex). (Inset) Schematic of the DIS kissing complex to extended
duplex conversion is shown with the 2-AP position circled.
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studies, however, found that 10 times the concentration of
basic peptide relative to NCp7 was needed for comparable
activity, showing that the destabilizing function of the Zn
fingers, as well as the protein structural context, are neces-
sary for full native chaperone activity.

Studies using NCp7 mutants have also provided details
about the role of various highly conserved residues in
NCp7’s RNA binding activity. Filter binding assays
have shown that the elimination or reduction of positive
charge in the N-terminus (particularly residues at pos-
itions 3, 7, and 10) resulted in reduced levels of binding
to RNA (50). Additionally, investigations of RNA-
binding properties of various NCp7 mutants using
homopolymeric fluorescently labeled RNA have shown
that swapping the Zn finger positions has little or no
effect on NCp7’s ability to bind RNA, whereas removal
of Zn from the protein, by inducing intra-molecular disul-
fide bond formation of the Zn coordinating cysteines,
results in a loss of non-electrostatic interactions between
the protein and the RNA (51). The mutations of the Zn
finger motifs also revealed that the N-terminal Zn finger is
more essential than the C-terminal finger in determining
binding affinity to the RNA. Replacing the aromatic
residues in the Zn fingers also resulted in reduction of
NCp7’s nucleic acid binding affinity (51,52). The binding
interactions of NCp7 to the DIS kissing dimer and their
relationship to the mechanism of NCp7 chaperoned DIS
maturation have also been investigated by mass spectros-
copy (53,54). Through mapping the protein–RNA
complexes formed with the isolated SL1 stem-loop and
SL1 dimers, these studies showed that binding of NCp7
to the SL1 stem-loop hampered the DIS kissing dimer
formation, whereas binding to SL1 stem-bulge in the
context of the DIS kissing dimer resulted in a destabiliza-
tion of the local structure and promotion of the kissing to
extended duplex conversion. In contrast, binding of NCp7
to the flanking purines in the DIS loop resulted in a partial
inhibition of stem strand exchange in the DIS dimer mat-
uration process, which was attributed to a stabilizing se-
questration of these purine nucleotides through the NCp7
interaction that acts at odds with the destabilizing effect of
destacking these bases by the protein.

We have previously reported the use of 2-aminopurine
(2-AP) as a fluorescent probe to study structural changes
of RNA associated with dimerization and NCp7 chap-
eroned conversion to the mature duplex (16,55,56). 2-AP
is an isomorphous base analog of adenine and can form
Watson–Crick hydrogen bonding with Uracil. The sensi-
tivity of the quantum yield of 2-AP fluorescence to its
microenvironment makes it a useful probe to study struc-
tural changes in RNA that result during chaperone
mediated refolding.

In the current study, we have used the 2-AP fluores-
cence assays to systematically investigate several highly
functional, as well as loss-of-function, mutants of NCp7
to identify the key amino acid residues involved in NCp7
chaperoned DIS maturation. In addition, comparative
NMR spectral analysis was used to probe for structural
differences between representatives from the different
classes of NCp7 mutants and the wild-type protein.
NMR experiments were also used to map differences in

the binding interface in complexes formed between
wild-type NCp7 and the DIS kissing RNA complex, and
those formed with selected NCp7 mutants.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

RNA sample preparation

2-AP incorporated RNA hairpins were synthesized as
described previously (16). Briefly, the 2-AP incorporated
DIS hairpins (Figure 1B) were synthesized either using
standard TOM-protected solid-phase synthesis (57) or
commercially obtained from Dharmacon Inc (Lafayette,
CO). The standard and 2-AP modified nucleoside
phosphoramidites were purchased from Glen Research
(Sterling, VA). Unlabeled DIS hairpins were synthesized
by in vitro run off transcription using T7 polymerase and
standard protocols (58,59). The purification of the RNA
was done using standard deprotection followed by gel
electrophoresis and electro-elution methods. The purified
RNA was extensively dialyzed against standard buffer
(1mM of cacodylate (pH 6.5) and 25mM of NaCl).

NC mutants

Unlabeled and uniformly 15N labeled wild-type NCp7
were expressed and purified as described previously (32).
The mutant forms of NCp7 (derived from pNL4-3) were
expressed and purified as described previously (60).
Purified NCp7 protein aliquots were stored at �80�C in
25mM of sodium acetate (pH 6.5), 25mM of NaCl and
0.1mM of ZnCl2.

Fluorescence measurements

All the fluorescence experiments were carried out on a
SPEX Fluoromax-3 spectrofluorometer (Instruments SA,
Edison, NJ) using a 3-mm square quartz cuvette. The
buffer conditions and data collection procedure are as
described previously (56). Briefly, the kissing complex
was first formed by adding 5mM of MgCl2 to the
solution containing DIS24(GA)-4ap and DIS24(UC) in
standard buffer. The chaperoning activity of NCp7 wild-
type and mutants was determined at 25�C by following the
decrease in the fluorescence of 2-AP probe at 371 nm during
a period of time, immediately after adding either the
wild-type or the mutant form of NCp7 to the pre-formed
kissing complex. The time course of the NCp7 chaperoned
conversion of the DIS kissing complex to the extended
duplex was fit using a single-exponential equation,

Ft ¼ F1 expð�kconvtÞ+C ð1Þ

where kconv is the observed rate of conversion of kissing
complex to extended duplex. The helix destabilization
assays using DIS24(GA)-12ap and DIS24(UC) were per-
formed in the same way. The percentage increase in 12ap
fluorescence is calculated by taking the difference between
the absolute fluorescence of the kissing complex and the
fluorescence immediately after addition of the respective
protein as shown in equation 2.

Fp ¼ ðFm � FkÞ=Fk � 100 ð2Þ
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where Fp is the percentage increase in the 2-AP fluores-
cence, Fm is the fluorescence immediately after the
addition of protein to the preformed kissing complex,
and Fk is the fluorescence of the 2-AP probe in the
kissing complex. In both the assays, the concentration of
the RNA kissing complex is 100 nM, and NCp7 is added
to a final concentration of 225 nM.

NMR spectroscopy

All the NMR experiments were collected on either Bruker
600MHz DMX spectrometer equipped with 1H/13C/15N
or 1H/13C/31P triple resonance probe or Bruker 600MHz
AVANCE spectrometer with a 1H/13C/15N triple reson-
ance, Z-axis gradient Cryoprobe. The data were processed
using NMRPipe (61) and analyzed using Sparky (62).
Water suppression was achieved using either water
flip-back pulse scheme or pulsed field gradients. All data
were collected at 25�C, and the proton resonances were
referenced to water resonance at 4.7 ppm. Resonance as-
signments for the imino protons of the DIS hairpins and
kissing complex were done using 1D nuclear overhauser
effect (NOE) experiments as described previously (55).
Backbone assignments of the proteins were done using a
series of 2D and 3D NMR experiments, which included
2D 15N-1H HSQC, 3D HSQC-NOESY and 3D
HSQC-TOCSY. 3D triple resonances experiments,
including a HNCA and a HN(CO)CA, were applied to a
13C, 15N labeled N-terminal mutant of NCp7 to complete
the peptide backbone resonance assignments.

RESULTS

Detecting RNA kissing dimer strand transfer activity of
NCp7

Conversion of the DIS kissing dimer into an extended
duplex involves destabilization of the kissing complex
and eventual stem strand exchange between stem-loops.
NCp7-chaperoned strand exchange between stem-loops
can be observed using DIS hairpin loops, with 2-AP
probes inserted into the stem sequence, as has been
described previously (Figure 1B) (16). Briefly, incorpor-
ation of 2-AP into a bulge position of the DIS {this con-
struct is referred to as [DIS24(GA)-4ap]} allows the
formation of the extended duplex in the presence of
wild-type and mutants of NCp7 to be monitored. Using
this construct, stacking of 2-AP on forming a base pair
with the complementary U in the DIS24(UC) hairpin in
the extended duplex, leads to a 3–6-fold decrease in the
fluorescence yield of the probe. The time-dependent
quenching of 2-AP fluorescence in the presence of NCp7
is monitored to obtain the rate of NCp7 chaperoned con-
version of kissing duplex to an extended duplex (stem
strand transfer ability of NCp7) and the data can be fit
with simple exponentials to extract kinetic rates (see
Materials and Methods). The NCp7:DIS ratio and con-
centrations used herein are based on previous work using
the same SL1 hairpin model system for the kissing dimer
(16), where different NCp7 to DIS dimer ratios were tested
to determine the ‘threshold requirement’ for near optimal
chaperone activity. The previous work showed that NCp7

bound to this model DIS dimer with a stoichiometry of
�2:1 (KD � 60 nM), and that a molar ratio greater than
�2.5 NCp7:DIS dimer (an NCp7 to nt molar ratio of
1–20) did not increase the maturation rate appreciably.
Figure 1C shows a representative trace for the 2-AP-
detected NCp7 chaperoned conversion of the DIS
kissing dimer to mature duplex. A 6-fold decrease in the
fluorescence of DIS24(GA)-4ap�DIS24(UC), relative to
the initial state, is observed on mixing the kissing
complex with two equivalents of wild-type NCp7, which
is consistent with previously observed quenching of 2-AP
during wild-type NCp7 chaperoned RNA dimer conver-
sion at physiological pH (16). In the chaperone assays, the
NCp7 protein concentration is well above the KD reported
for wild-type, as well as mutant NCp7 variants, binding to
high affinity targets (62) under similar buffer conditions,
giving confidence that any such binding sites on the DIS
kissing dimer are saturated in the experiments.
Nonetheless, for mutants with known weaker binding
affinities for RNA and for which chaperone activity was
observed to be significantly diminished, the 2-AP assays
were repeated at higher concentrations of RNA and
protein (200 nM of kissing dimer and 450 nM of NCp7).
In these additional assays, the extent of the conversion of
kissing complex to extended dimer was found to not
change significantly (Supplementary Figure S1).

Comparison of NCp7 wild-type and mutant chaperone
activity in DIS maturation

The NCp7 mutants studied here are classified into four
categories: Zn finger swap mutants, Zn finger coordin-
ation mutants, Zn finger aromatic residue mutants and
an N-terminal basic amino acid mutant (Table 1). These
mutants were designed to probe the role of the structure
and sequence of NCp7 in its chaperone function.

Zn finger swap mutants
To understand the contribution of each Zn finger in the
chaperoning activity of NCp7, three positional variants of
Zn fingers were examined. In the NC 1/1 mutant, the
N-terminal Zn finger replaces the C-terminal Zn finger;
in the NC 2/2 mutant, the N-terminal Zn finger is
replaced by the C-terminal Zn finger; finally, in the NC
2/1 mutant, the N-terminal and C-terminal Zn fingers are
swapped (38). In the 2-AP assay for chaperone activity, all
three Zn finger swap mutants of NCp7 show similar chap-
eroning activity, with slightly slower kinetic rates of
kissing complex to extended duplex conversion when
compared with the wild-type protein (Figure 2A and
Table 2).

Zn finger coordination mutants
In both the N-terminal and C-terminal Zn fingers of
NCp7, Zn is coordinated to the sulfur groups of three
cysteines and the imidazole ring of a histidine in a
CCHC type of Zn finger. To probe the role of the
type of Zn finger architecture (CCHC versus CCCC)
and the presence of Zn in NCp7 chaperoning activity,
we assayed several mutants of NCp7 in which the Zn
finger coordination was changed. The N-terminal,
C-terminal, or both Zn fingers were changed to the type
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Cys-X2-Cys-X4-Cys-X4-Cys (CCCC) by mutating the his-
tidine to cysteine at positions 23, 44 or both (respectively
H23C, H44C and H23C/H44C mutants; Table 1) (51).
Both single Zn finger coordination mutants, H23C and
H44C, show almost a 66% loss of chaperone activity
compared with the wild-type protein (Figure 2B),
whereas the double mutant (H23C/H44C) in which both
the histidines are mutated to cysteines showed an even
greater loss of activity compared with the wild-type. To
probe the requirement of the Zn finger structures in
NCp7’s chaperone activity, we examined an SSHS/SSHS
mutant wherein all the Zn coordinating cysteines were
mutated to serines (26). Such a mutant is unable to coord-
inate Zn and therefore does not adopt stable Zn finger
structures. For this mutant protein, which is expected to
be essentially unstructured, we again observed a dramatic
loss of chaperone function compared with the wild-type
protein (Figure 2B). In the case of the double mutant
(H23C/H44C) and the SSHS/SSHS mutant, only a quali-
tative comparison could be made with wild-type protein
activity owing to the limiting amount of strand conversion
(�40%) within the experimental timeframe.

Zn finger aromatic residue mutants
Each Zn finger in the NCp7 contains one aromatic
residue, a phenylalanine at position 16 in the N-terminal
and tryptophan at position 37 in the C-terminal Zn finger.
Mutational studies of these residues have indicated their
essential role in the chaperoning activity of NCp7 in the
context of other replication functions (36,52). Using the
2-AP fluorescence assays, we again measured chaperone
activity for NCp7 proteins with both single and double
mutations of these aromatic residues. Mutations were
made by replacing the aromatic residue with alanine one
at a time (F16A and W37A) to create single mutants or
simultaneously (F16A/W37A or FAWA) to create a
double mutant. The significance of the identity of the
aromatic residue in their respective Zn fingers was also
probed by making either single or double swaps of these
residues (F16W, W37F and F16W/W37F or FWWF

mutants). The chaperoning activity of the F16A, W37A
and F16A/W37A mutants are all similarly and greatly
reduced as monitored by the 2-AP assay (Figure 3A). In
contrast, the aromatic acid residue swap mutants (F16W,
W37F and F16W/W37F) show varying degrees of chap-
eroning activity (Figure 3B). The presence of tryptophan
in the N-terminal Zn finger (F16W) in the place of phenyl-
alanine did not significantly affect the chaperone activity
of NCp7 and showed a rate similar to the NC 2/2 mutant
(Table 2). In contrast, the substitution of the tryptophan
residue in the C-terminal finger (W37F mutant) shows a
�60% loss of function compared with the wild-type and a
reduced rate relative to the NC 1/1 mutant (Table 2). The
differences in the chaperoning ability of W37F and NC 1/
1 indicate a possible structural interplay between residue
W37 and other amino acids in the C-terminal Zn finger in
the chaperone function of NCp7.

N-terminal mutant of NCp7
The highly basic N-terminus of NCp7 has been shown
to be involved in binding to the RNA (50,63,64).
To delineate the role of these basic residues in the chap-
eroning activity of NCp7 with respect to the conversion
of the DIS dimer, we have studied a mutant (N-term) of
NCp7 in which all the basic residues, Lys3, Arg7, Arg10,
Lys11 and Lys14, in the N-terminus were simultaneously
mutated to alanine (Table 1) (63). Using the 2-AP assay,
a lack of a significant time-dependent quench was
observed for the N-term mutant during the time course
of the reaction indicating that the mutation of the basic
residues of N-terminus to alanine almost completely abol-
ished the RNA chaperoning activity of NCp7 in the time
scale of our experiments (Figure 4).

Detecting RNA kissing dimer loop-loop helix
‘destabilization’ by NCp7

Structural changes in the RNA kissing dimer loop-loop
helix on binding of NCp7 were probed using complexes
formed with a model DIS stem-loop with 2-AP

Table 1. Sequences of NCp7 mutants studied in the present work (the wild-type sequence corresponds to the HIV-1 from pNL4-3)

NC wild-type M Q K G N F R N Q R K T V K C F N C G K E G H I A K N C R A P R K R G C W K C G K E G H Q M K D C T E R Q A N

Finger swap mutants (36):
NC 1/1 M Q K G N F R N Q R K T V K C F N C G K E G H I A K N C R A P R K R G C F N C G K E G H I A K N C T E R Q A N
NC 2/2 M Q K G N F R N Q R K T V K C W K C G K E G H Q M K D C R A P R K R G C W K C G K E G H Q M K D C T E R Q A N
NC 2/1 M Q K G N F R N Q R K T V K C W K C G K E G H Q M K D C R A P R K R G C F N C G K E G H I A K N C T E R Q A N

Zn coordination mutants (24,47):
H23C M Q K G N F R N Q R K T V K C F N C G K E G C I A K N C R A P R K R G C W K C G K E G H Q M K D C T E R Q A N
H44C M Q K G N F R N Q R K T V K C F N C G K E G H I A K N C R A P R K R G C W K C G K E G C Q M K D C T E R Q A N
H23C/H44C M Q K G N F R N Q R K T V K C F N C G K E G C I A K N C R A P R K R G C W K C G K E G C Q M K D C T E R Q A N
SSHS/SSHS M Q K G N F R N Q R K T V K S F N S G K E G H I A K N S R A P R K R G S W K S G K E G H Q M K D S T E R Q A N

Aromatic and basic residue mutants (34,49):
F16A M Q K G N F R N Q R K T V K C A N C G K E G H I A K N C R A P R K R G C W K C G K E G H Q M K D C T E R Q A N
W37A M Q K G N F R N Q R K T V K C F N C G K E G H I A K N C R A P R K R G C A K C G K E G H Q M K D C T E R Q A N
F16A/W37A M Q K G N F R N Q R K T V K C A N C G K E G H I A K N C R A P R K R G C A K C G K E G H Q M K D C T E R Q A N
F16W M Q K G N F R N Q R K T V K C W N C G K E G H I A K N C R A P R K R G C W K C G K E G H Q M K D C T E R Q A N
W37F M Q K G N F R N Q R K T V K C F N C G K E G H I A K N C R A P R K R G C F K C G K E G H Q M K D C T E R Q A N
F16W/W37F M Q K G N F R N Q R K T V K C W N C G K E G H I A K N C R A P R K R G C F K C G K E G H Q M K D C T E R Q A N

Nterm (62): M Q A G N F A N Q A A I I A C F N C G K E G H I A K N C R A P R K R G C W K C G K E G H Q M K D C T E R Q A N

The residues of the Zn finger motifs are underlined with the Zn binding Cys and His residues in bold. The mutations are shown in italics.
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incorporated into the loop [DIS24(GA)-12ap hairpin] and
the complementary DIS stem-loop [DIS24(UC)]. In the
kissing dimer, the fluorescence of DIS24(GA)-12ap is
highly quenched, as it forms a well-stacked base pair with
the complementary U in the loop of DIS24(UC). On
addition of wild-type NCp7 to the DIS24(GA)-
12ap�DIS24(UC) kissing complex (225 nM protein to
100 nM RNA kissing complex), pre-formed in the
presence of magnesium, a �115% increase in the fluores-
cence of the 2-AP probe is initially observed. A similar
increase in 2-AP fluorescence was previously observed
when 2-AP-containing single-stranded hexa and
dodecanucleotides were bound by wild-type NCp7
(16,65,66). In the current study, as the 2-AP is positioned
in the loop-loop region of DIS dimer, the fluorescence
increase likely reflects NCp7-induced destacking of 2-AP,
greater exposure to the aqueous solvent and/or a possible

loss or gain of non-polar interactions owing to protein
binding rather than restriction of the local dynamics of
the fluorescence probe in the presence of NCp7.

To confirm that the increase in the 2-AP fluorescence
is not a result of the dissociation of the dimer into individ-
ual hairpins, we acquired 1D 1H NMR spectra of the
kissing complex before and after addition of two equiva-
lents of NCp7. The imino proton region of this spectrum
(Supplementary Figure S2A) shows that although chemical
shift perturbations are observed, indicative of binding of
NCp7 to the kissing complex, the expected signals from the
loop-loop helix base pairs are observed even after the
addition of NCp7. This observation is consistent with a
previous NMR study carried out on SL1 RNA constructs
containing the internal loop region, which indicated that
the loop-loop helix remains intact in the NCp7 bound
kissing dimer, whereas base pairs in the SL1 upper stem
helix were observed to be destabilized (17). Additionally,
we compared the relative increase of 2-AP fluorescence
when NCp7 is added to the kissing complex formed with
DIS24(GA)-12ap in the presence of Mg2+ versus the DIS
stem-loop [DIS24(GA)-12ap] alone under similar experi-
mental conditions, and found a significantly larger
increase in 2-AP fluorescence emission in the latter case.
This further supports the interpretation of the fluores-
cence response of the kissing dimer, DIS24(GA)-
12ap�DIS24(UC), on addition of NCp7 as reporting on
a destabilization or destacking of the loop-loop helix
rather a dissociation of the kissing complex and formation
of NCp7 bound stem-loops (Supplementary Figure S2B).
Similar steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence studies
carried out on TAR and complementary TAR (cTAR)

Figure 2. (A) Comparison of the time dependent 2-AP fluorescence
emission quenching plots of the wild-type NCp7 and the Zn finger
positional variants of NCp7 (Table 1). NC 1/1 (green); NC 2/2
(purple); NC 2/1 (blue). (B) Comparison of the time dependent 2-AP
fluorescence emission quenching plots of the wild-type NCp7 and the
Zn finger coordination variants of NCp7: H23C (green), H44C (blue)
and H23C/H44C (purple), and SSHS/SSHS (black). In both panels, the
NCp7 wild-type curve (red) is plotted as a reference for comparison.
In each of these assays, 225 nM of the mutant NCp7 protein was added
to 100 nM of RNA kissing complex. The 2-AP quenching curves were
fit to an exponential equation to obtain the rates of conversion of
kissing complex to extended duplex (Table 2).

Table 2. Rates of chaperoning activities and loop-loop helix

‘destacking’ of various mutants of NCp7 studied in the present work

Protein Strand exchange
(min�1)a

Helix destacking
(% increase)b

NC Wt 0.091 116.44
NC 1/1 0.046 97.92
NC 2/1 0.048 54.64
NC 2/2 0.057 50.81
H23C 0.033 18.33
H44C 0.026 40.30
H23C/H44C n.d.c 22.66
SSHS/SSHS n.d. 17.82
F16A n.d. 194.45
W37A n.d. 35.36
FAWA n.d. 16.37
F16W 0.061 54.21
W37F 0.037 76.26
FWWF 0.045 30.53
N-term n.d. 25.08

n.d., Not determined.
aTime course of 2-AP (Equation 1), located in the bulge position of
DIS24(GA) hairpin, fluorescence quenching fit to a single exponential
provided the rates of conversion of kissing to duplex dimer.
bPercentage increase in 2-AP (Equation 2), positioned in the apical loop
of the DIS24(GA) hairpin, fluorescence on addition of the respective
NCp7 mutant to a preformed kissing complex.
cRates were not fit to an exponential owing to the incompletion of
strand conversion within the experimental time of 60min.
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stem-loop structures also found that NCp7 destabilizes
(‘melts’) less stable secondary structures initially before
proceeding to melt more stable secondary structures (67).

To further probe the changes in the kissing helix in the
process of the NCp7 chaperoned conversion of the kissing
complex to the duplex dimer, a time-dependent 2-AP fluor-
escence assay was performed using the DIS24(GA)-
12ap�DIS24(UC) kissing complex. In this experiment, an
initial increase in the fluorescence was observed (�115%)
on binding of NCp7 to the DIS24(GA)-12ap�DIS24(UC)
kissing complex. The 2-AP fluorescence was then observed
to decrease in a time-dependent manner, as the extended
duplex is formed, and the 2-AP probe is stacked in a
2-AP-U base pair within the loop-loop helix of the duplex
dimer, with no further detectable effect of NCp7 on base
pairing or stacking (Supplementary Figure S3). The
detected rate of formation of the duplex dimer using this

2-AP probe was similar to that measured in the 2-AP stem
constructs, suggesting that both probes detected the same
process of DIS conversion.

Comparison of NCp7 wild-type and mutant effects on the
DIS loop-loop helix
As described earlier in the text for the measurement of
strand exchange activity, the same series of NCp7
mutants were systematically examined, using the loop pos-
itioned 2-AP probe, for changes imparted to the DIS
loop-loop helix on protein binding.

Zn finger swap mutants
Kissing loop-loop helix ‘destacking’ by the Zn finger swap
mutants was found to differ significantly. The NC 1/1
mutant caused a similar increase in the 2-AP fluorescence
on binding the DIS24(GA)-12ap�DIS24(UC) as compared
with the wild-type protein, whereas the other two mutants,
NC 2/1 and NC 2/2, showed about half the increase in the
2-AP fluorescence (Table 2). These results suggest that the
mode of NCp7 interaction with the loop-loop helix of
the kissing dimer depends on the identity of the N- and
C-terminal Zn fingers. In particular, when compared with
the strand exchange activities of the mutants, the difference
in fluorescence increase in these mutants suggests a role for
the phenylalanine and tryptophan residues in fingers 1 and
2, respectively, in aligning the fingers in the bound state
and/or reorienting the bases in the DIS loop on binding
to facilitate NCp7 chaperone activity.

Zinc coordination mutants of NCp7
All three mutants (H23C, H44C and H23C/H44C) result
in little increase in the fluorescence of 2-AP on binding to
DIS24(GA)-12ap�DIS24(UC), suggesting loss of wild-type
NCp7 interaction with the kissing complex and limited
‘destacking’ of the loop-loop helix (Table 2). These results
indicate an essential requirement for the presence of CCHC
type of Zn fingers for wild-type interaction and

Figure 3. (A) Comparison of the time dependent 2-AP fluorescence
emission quenching plots of the wild-type NCp7 and the aromatic
amino acid point mutants of NCp7. Time-dependent fluorescence
quenching plots of the wild-type NCp7 (red) and single point alanine
mutants of the aromatic residues, F16A (green), W37A (blue) and the
double mutant F16A/W37A, named here as FAWA (dark green).
(B) Fluorescence decay curves of the aromatic amino acid residue
swap mutants: F16W (green), W37F (blue) and FWWF (purple). In
both panels, the NCp7 wild-type curve (red circles) is plotted as a
reference for comparison. In each of these assays, 225 nM of the
mutant NCp7 protein was added to 100 nM of RNA kissing
complex. The 2-AP quenching curves were fit to an exponential
equation to obtain the rates of conversion of kissing complex to
extended duplex (Table 2).

Figure 4. Comparison of the time dependent fluorescence decay plots
of the wild-type NC (black) and the N-terminal mutant of NCp7
(gray). In this assay, 225 nM of N-terminal mutant of NCp7 protein
was added to 100 nM of RNA kissing complex to again be consistent
with the wild-type NCp7 2-AP fluorescence assay.
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destabilization of the DIS loop-loop helix. Similarly, the
SSHS/SSHSmutant, wherein the Zn coordinating cysteines
have been mutated to serines, again displayed almost no
increase in 2-AP fluorescence (Table 2).

Zn finger aromatic residue mutants
Interestingly, the F16A mutant showed twice the initial
increase in the fluorescence of DIS24(GA)-12ap�DIS24
(UC) (Table 2) when compared with wild-type protein,
whereas the other two alanine mutant NCp7 proteins
(W37A and F16A/W37A) show only a small increase in
2-AP fluorescence. The increase in the fluorescence of
DIS24(GA)-12ap�DIS24(UC) complex in the presence of
the F16A mutant indicates a possible lack of p–p inter-
actions between the phenyl ring of F16 and 2-AP that may
contribute to the quenching of the 2-AP fluorescence and
the reduction in the chaperoning activity of this mutant.
The aromatic amino acid swap mutants, F16W and
W37F, have similar helix destabilizing activities, as again
measured by an increase in the fluorescence of the 2-AP
probe, that are slightly less than wild-type. In contrast, the
double mutant F16W/W37F showed only a small increase
when compared with the wild-type NCp7 (Table 2). These
results further show an apparent specificity for the type of
aromatic residue at positions 16 and 37, and not simply a
non-specific aromatic base stacking interaction, in the
cognate NCp7 interaction with the DIS loop.

N-terminal mutant of NCp7
No significant increase in 2-AP fluorescence in DIS24
(GA)-12ap� DIS24(UC) was observed for the N-terminal
mutant, indicating that binding of this mutant does not
result in any significant changes in stacking of the
loop-loop helix bases and/or aromatic amino acids of
NCp7 with the loop bases (Table 2).

Characterization of NCp7 binding interface with DIS

To survey the interaction of the DIS kissing complex with
NCp7, solution NMR experiments were carried out on
wild-type NCp7 and its complex with preformed
DIS23(GA)�DIS23(HxUC) kissing complex in the
absence and presence of low concentrations of MgCl2.
Similarly, NMR was used to assess complexes between
the DIS kissing complex and mutants of NCp7.
To map the binding interface and structural changes

in the wild-type NCp7 on binding to the DIS kissing
complex, two equivalents of 15N-labeled NCp7 were
mixed with unlabeled DIS RNA kissing complex
DIS23(GA)�DIS23(HxUC). The 15N-1H HSQC
spectrum of wild-type NCp7 alone is indicative of a
well-folded protein, albeit only the amide resonances be-
longing to the Zn finger motifs are observed in the
spectrum, consistent with previous NMR studies on the
full-length NCp7 (29). Significant chemical shift perturb-
ation of the protein resonances is observed in the HSQC
spectrum on formation of the NCp7-DIS23(GA)�DIS23
(HxUC) complex. Resonances belonging to Cys15, Ala30,
Trp37, Lys47 and Glu42 backbone amide correlations are
broadened beyond detection. The side chain indole NH
proton cross peak of Trp37 and amino cross peaks of
Asn17 are also broadened beyond detection. Moreover,

chemical shift perturbations, in both the 15N and 1H di-
mensions, are observed for amide resonances belonging to
residues Lys14, Phe16, Asn17, Gly22, Lys26, Asn27,
Lys38, Gly40, Gly43 and Met46 (Figure 5A). Addition
of a small amount of MgCl2 (to a final concentration of
40 mM) significantly improved the quality of the HSQC
spectrum of the complex, as evidenced by the sharpening
of the cross peaks as well as reappearance of both the
backbone and side chain resonances of Trp37 and
Asn17, indicating stabilization of the NCp7-DIS kissing
complex interaction by Mg2+ (Figure 5B).

To examine the effect of the lack of N-terminal basic
residues on the interaction of NCp7 with the DIS kissing
RNA, we similarly measured HSQC spectra of 15N-labeled
N-terminal mutant of NCp7 alone and in complex with the
DIS23(GA)�DIS23(HxUC) kissing complex. We found
that the 15N-1H HSQC spectral pattern of N-terminal
mutant is similar to the wild-type NCp7, indicating
similar folding of the Zn fingers is maintained even in the
absence of positive charge in the N-terminus and that the
N-terminus does not interact significantly with the Zn
fingers (Supplementary Figure S4). However, the complex
of the N-terminal NCp7 mutant with the
DIS23(GA)�DIS23(HxUC) kissing complex shows signifi-
cant differences to the spectra of the complex formed by
wild-type NCp7 as might be expected from the fluorescence
data. Amide proton resonances of a number of residues are
broadened beyond detection in the N-terminal mutant
NCp7-RNA complex compared with the wild-type
NCp7-RNA complex implying an increase in dynamics
and/or a loss of native structural fold of the Zn fingers in
the mutant versus the wild-type protein on binding the
RNA kissing complex (Figure 6A). As with the wild-type
protein, we investigated the effect of Mg2+on the protein–
RNA complex by adding small quantities ofMg2+to a final
concentration of 40 mM. In this case, the addition of Mg2+

did not improve the quality of theNMR spectra, in terms of
sharpening the line widths of the amide correlations
(Figure 6B).

To further confirm the requirement for folding of the Zn
fingers in the DIS loop binding and chaperone activity of
NCp7, a 15N-1H HSQC spectrum of the SSHS/SSHS
mutant was acquired. This spectrum showed a narrow
range of chemical shifts for the 1H resonances and sharp
cross peaks indicative of an unfolded protein
(Supplementary Figure S5). 15N-1H HSQC spectra were
also acquired for the aromatic amino acid residue
mutants F16A and W37A, and both mutants show a
similar cross peak pattern as the wild-type NCp7,
indicating a structural similarity of these mutants with
the wild-type, atleast with respect to the Zn finger
domains (Supplementary Figure S6).

DISCUSSION

In the present study, we have used 2-AP fluorescence
assays and NMR spectroscopy to probe the importance
of different NCp7 residues in its function of chaperoning
maturation of the SL1 DIS dimer of HIV-1. In addition
to the wild-type NCp7, we have examined four different
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classes of NCp7 mutants: (i) Zn finger swap mutants;
(ii) Zn finger coordination mutants; (iii) Zn finger
aromatic residue mutants; and (iv) an N-terminal
mutant. Using 2-AP fluorescence assays, RNA
loop-loop helix ‘destacking’ and strand transfer ability
of these mutants could be examined in the context of
the model RNA stem-loops (Figure 1) containing the
DIS. The foldedness and stability of mutant NCp7
proteins to wild-type were further assessed using NMR
spectroscopy, as was the interaction of these proteins
with the DIS kissing complex and their subsequent chap-
erone activity.

Position and identity of individual Zn fingers

Previous analysis of NCp7 mutants have shown that the
N-terminal Zn finger of NCp7 plays a critical role in
NCp7 function. There are five amino acid differences
between the two Zn fingers of NCp7 (in the NL 4-3
strain): phenylalanine to tryptophan (F16 to W37),
asparagine to lysine (N17 to K38), isoleucine to
glutamine (I24 to Q45), alanine to methionine (A25
to M46) and finally asparagine to aspartate (N27 to
D48). These differences result in a slightly higher hydro-
phobicity of the N-terminal Zn finger than the C-terminal
one. In this work, the three Zn finger swap mutants

Figure 5. Structural characterization of wild-type NCp7 binding to the DIS kissing complex. (A) An overlay of the 15N-1H HSQC spectrum of the
wild-type NCp7 (blue) and its complex with the DIS kissing complex (red). The backbone amide resonances are labeled as well as the side chain
indole NH group (He1) of W37 and the side chain amino resonances (NH2) of N17 are shown with a solid line connecting them. Resonances that are
broadened beyond detection on binding the RNA are circled, and shifted resonances are indicated with solid lines. The secondary structure of NCp7
is drawn with residues showing significant chemical shift perturbation in bold. The N-terminal residues for which amide resonances are not observed
in the HSQC spectrum are boxed. (B) An overlay of the 15N-1H HSQC spectrum of the wild-type NCp7 bound to the DIS kissing complex (red) and
the same complex after addition of 40 mM of MgCl2 (blue). The residues whose amide proton resonances either reappear or sharpen on addition of
40 mM of MgCl2 are labeled.
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(NC1/1, NC2/1 and NC2/2) show chaperoning activity
similar to the wild-type but with slightly slower rates of
strand exchange (Figure 2A). However, as assessed by the
loop-loop helix 12ap assay, their helix destabilizing activity
varied and was slightly different with NC1/1 being the
most similar to the wild-type. In this assay, NC2/1 and
NC2/2 mutants show a 1.5-fold increase in the fluores-
cence, for 2-AP at position 12 in the DIS loop,
compared with the �2-fold increase observed for the
wild-type and NC1/1 mutants (Table 2). Interestingly,
replacing the phenylalanine in the N-terminal finger with
tryptophan results in a chaperone activity similar to that
observed for the NC2/2 mutant, but replacing tryptophan
in the C-terminal finger with phenylalanine did not yield
similar activity as the NC1/1 mutant. These observations
suggest that residues other than the aromatic residues in

the N-terminal Zn finger may play a role in binding spe-
cificity and chaperoning activity of NCp7, perhaps owing
to differences in hydrophobicity between the two fingers.
The presence of this hydrophobic plateau at the top of the
folded Zn fingers was also shown to play an essential role
in switching the Primer Binding Sequence (PBS) +/�
strand transfer to the kissing loop pathway by stabilizing
the stretched conformation of the PBS apical loop,
thereby restricting the mobility of the PBS loop
dynamics (68). It is also worth noting that the orientation
and stacking of Phe16 and Trp37 are considerably differ-
ent in the wild-type and the swap mutants due to the re-
spective positioning of the aromatic amino acids in the
context of the entire protein. These differences may also
contribute to the slight differences we have observed in the
rates of conversion in the finger swap mutants.

Figure 6. (A) An overlay of 15N-1H HSQC spectrum of N-terminal NCp7 (blue) and its complex with the DIS kissing complex (red). The residues
that are mutated to alanine are highlighted in red in the structure of NCp7. The backbone amide resonances are labeled besides the side chain indole
NH group (He1) of W37, and the side chain amino resonances of N17 (NH2) are shown with a solid line connecting them. The N-terminal residues
for which amide resonances are not observed in the HSQC spectrum are boxed. (B) Overlay of 15N-1H HSQC spectrum of N-terminal NCp7 in
complex with the DIS kissing complex (red) and the same complex in the presence of 40 mM of MgCl2 (blue).
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The Zn in NCp7 is present in a CCHC type of coord-
ination motif and is essential for the native chaperone
function of the NCp7. The coordination mutants studied
here (H23C, H44C and H23C/H44C) all have lower
activities in the 2-AP maturation assay when compared
with the wild-type (Figure 2B). As shown previously,
these mutants retain the ability to bind Zn (69,70). As
both the H23C and H44C mutants display similar rates
of chaperone activity, we can speculate that wild-type Zn
finger coordination may not contribute to the individual
fingers’ roles in NCp7 function but serves a common or-
ganizational purpose in the structures of the two fingers.
As might be expected if the mutations were additive,
changing both fingers to the type CCCC leads to a
greater loss of NCp7 function, and the behavior of this
mutant was similar to the SSHS/SSHS mutant, which does
not bind Zn. NMR solution structures of both the H23C
and H44A mutants of truncated NCp7 proteins have
shown significant structural changes in their respective
fingers while showing little or no effect on the other
finger (69,70). Fluorescence studies on the H23C mutant,
moreover, have indicated an increase in distance between
the aromatic centers of Phe16 and Trp37 from 4.8 to 7.1 Å
in the native protein to 9–18 Å in this mutant (31,71). The
presence of CCCC type of coordination in both fingers
may thus lead to a larger increase in the distance
between these two aromatic centers and may result in a
loss of any hydrophobic interaction between these two
residues that is essential for proper functioning of
NCp7. Finally, the SSHS/SSHS mutant, which cannot co-
ordinate Zn, shows a highly diminished chaperoning ac-
tivity. Kawai’s group similarly showed a reduction in the
RNA annealing activity of SSHS/SSHS mutant using
kissing dimers formed with 39 nt SL1 RNA hairpin con-
structs that is consistent with the diminished chaperone
activity observed in this work (48,49). The 15N-1H
HSQC spectrum of this mutant (SSHS/SSHS) is also in-
dicative of an unstructured protein, confirming the role of
zinc and its tetrahedral coordination in providing a proper
structural scaffold to the NCp7.

Importance of Phe16 and Trp37

The aromatic amino acid residues phenylalanine and tryp-
tophan at positions 16 and 37 are highly conserved in
HIV-1 NCp7. Using the residue swap mutants (F16W,
W37F, and F16W/W37F) and alanine mutants (F16A,
W37A, and F16A/W37A), we have assessed the contribu-
tion of each of these residues to the chaperone function of
the NCp7 in DIS maturation. Replacing phenylalanine in
the N-terminal finger with tryptophan (F16W) resulted in
activity similar to the NC2/2 mutant, whereas replacing
tryptophan in the C-terminal finger with phenylalanine
(W37F) results in a more moderate loss of function
compared to the NC1/1 mutant. These results clearly
indicate a contribution of neighboring residues in the
N-terminal Zn finger (Asn17, Ile24, Ala25 and Asn27) to
the functioning of NCp7. The reduced but similar activity
of NC2/2 and F16W mutants suggests that the presence of
a bulky group at position 16 may hinder proper stacking
interactions with the nucleobases, thereby reducing the

activity of NCp7. The helix destabilizing properties of
both NC2/2 and F16W are similar as is the case with
NC1/1 and W37F mutants. The double swap mutant
(F16W/W37F) has a slightly lower destabilizing activity
than the NC2/1 mutant but a similar chaperoning
activity (Figure 3B and Table 2). Again, the presence of
a bulky group at position 16 may affect the overall con-
formation of the N-terminal Zn finger leading to the
observed reduced destabilizing activity for these two
mutants. Furthermore, reduced chaperone function
observed for the alanine mutants (F16A, W37A, F16A/
W37A) confirms the importance of having an aromatic
residue at both positions in the NCp7 (Figure 3A). A re-
quirement for base stacking of the NCp7 aromatic
residues in binding and destabilizing of the DIS loop is
consistent with known NCp7-RNA complexes (32–34,72)
and the observed increase in the 12ap fluorescence with
F16A can be explained by the loss of p–p interactions
between the aromatic ring of phenylalanine and the
2-AP base.

Basic residues in the N-terminus

To study the role of the basic residues in the N-terminus,
we have used a mutant form of NCp7 in which all the
basic residues in the N-terminus were changed to
alanine. This mutant neither showed significant helix
destabilizing nor strand transfer function. The essential
role of the basic region in NCp7’s chaperone activity is
consistent with previous work, which showed that peptide
fragments representing the basic regions of NCp7 were
necessary and sufficient for chaperone activity. These
in vitro studies showed a greatly reduced activity for
these basic peptides, indicating that the destabilizing
function of the zing fingers, as well as the protein struc-
tural context, were necessary for full native chaperone
activity of NCp7. However, as the previous studies were
carried out in the absence of magnesium, which is known
to have a significant effect on DIS dimer structure and
stability, only a qualitative comparison of these results
can be made with the findings in the current study.
Although it did not show measurable chaperone

function, we found that the structure of the two Zn
fingers in the mutant is similar to the wild-type protein
(Supplementary Figure S4). However, the NMR spectra
of the complex of this mutant with the kissing RNA dimer
suggested differences in the interaction between the
mutant protein and RNA when compared with the
complex formed by the wild-type protein with the DIS
kissing complex. Unlike what was observed for the
wild-type NCp7, addition of Mg2+ did not improve
the quality of the HSQC spectrum, implying a role for
the N-terminus in NCp7 binding to the DIS kissing
complex. The highly disordered basic N-terminus of
NCp7 forms a 310 helix when bound to RNA stem loops
SL2 and SL3 (32,33). NMR structures of NC bound to
SL2 and SL3 have indicated possible interactions between
the side chains of Phe6 and Lys3 with the nucleobases in
the loop region of the RNA, and the authors of these
studies concluded that the inherent flexibility of the
N-terminus allows for sampling of multiple intra-protein
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interactions in this region that may facilitate binding to
different RNAs. As the N-terminal region of NCp7 was
not observed to order in the NMR spectra of the
complexes between NCp7 and DIS kissing dimer, we can
only speculate that the lack of basic residues in the
N-terminal mutant may result in a loss of these inter-
actions and thereby not direct a suitable orientation of
NCp7 on the kissing complex that is required for chap-
eroning activity.

RNA binding affinity and chaperone activity

The 2-AP chaperone assay used in this study measures a
combination of NCp7’s RNA binding and chaperone
activities, as NCp7 is expected to bind to high affinity
regions first (loops and bulges), melt the stems, then
continue to bind to the newly liberated single stranded
regions, with subsequent annealing of complementary
regions. To differentiate between RNA-binding affinities
and chaperone activity, binding experiments must be per-
formed in systems where there are no other chaperone-like
processes occurring (i.e. strand displacement or anneal-
ing). From previous studies with short oligonucleotides
(63), the difference in binding to high affinity sequences
like TGTG was relatively small (e.g. the N-terminal
mutant bound these sequences in the presence of 150
mM of NaCl with an affinity of 60 nM, whereas
wild-type protein bound with an affinity of 5 nM).
Moreover, difference in high-affinity binding may have
little relevance to electrostatic (general nucleic acid)
binding that is involved in chaperone activity. In the chap-
erone assay, the NCp7 protein concentration was well
above the KD reported for wild-type, as well as mutant
NCp7 variants, giving confidence that any high-affinity
interaction(s) was saturated in these experiments. The
variability observed in the chaperone activity of the
NCp7 mutants is therefore predominantly attributed to
modulation of chaperoning interactions and not differ-
ences in high-affinity NCp7 binding to the DIS kissing
dimer.

Assessing changes in NCp7 when bound to
DIS kissing complex

Although no high-resolution structure is available for the
complex of NCp7 with either the kissing complex or the
extended duplex, a number of NMR structures (73–75)
and crystal structures (76) of the DIS kissing dimer have
been reported. In these structures, conformational poly-
morphism is observed, in particularly, for the unpaired
purine bases in the DIS loop, which likely represent
different conformations that are accessible to the DIS
kissing dimer under different experimental conditions.
Interestingly, the dynamic polymorphism around these
loop purines in the DIS kissing dimer could be correlated
with the rate of NCp7 catalyzed maturation of the DIS
kissing dimer (55), suggesting a functional role for the
observed RNA structural plasticity. Differences have
also been observed in the NMR (77), and X-ray (78)
determined conformations of the purine junctions in the
mature DIS dimer, indicating that even in this dimeric
form, the junctions remain plastic. Although structures

of NCp7 in complex with either kissing complex or the
extended duplex are not available, some structural insights
into how NCp7 interacts with nucleic acids are available
from the solution structures of full-length and truncated
NCp7 bound to RNA stem-loops and DNA oligonucleo-
tides (32–34,72). A common structural theme in these
structures is the stacking of unpaired purine residues of
the RNA or DNA with the aromatic amino acids (e.g. F16
and W37) in the protein to form so called ‘base grips’.

In the current study, we applied NMR to probe the
structural details of the interface between the wild-type
NCp7 and the DIS23(GA)�DIS23(HxUC) kissing
complex. Significant line broadening and chemical shift
perturbation were observed in the complex of wild-type
NCp7 with the DIS23(GA)�DIS23(HxUC) kissing
complex (Figure 7). The complete loss or significant shift
in the cross peaks corresponding to Cys15, Phe16, Asn17
and the loss of chaperoning function of the F16A and
F16A/W37A mutant provide corroborating evidence for
the involvement of the phenyl ring of Phe16 in NCp7
chaperone function, likely through a stacking interaction
with the unpaired purines in the DIS loop. We have
also observed significant chemical shift perturbation
of residues Lys14, Gly22, Lys26 and Asn27 in the
N-terminal Zn finger, indicating a contribution of
N-terminal Zn finger in the intermolecular interactions.
The absence of evidence for the presence of a 310 helix
in the N-terminus of NCp7 on binding the DIS kissing
complex suggests that the intramolecular interactions in
the N-terminus of NCp7 bound to DIS kissing complex
is different from what has previously been observed for
NCp7 bound to RNA stem-loops, SL2 and SL3.
Interestingly, addition of Mg2+ stabilized the binding
interface between NCp7 and the DIS kissing complex as
evidenced by a sharpening of the line widths in the spectra.
This observation suggests that the previous observation
that Mg2+-stabilized kissing complexes were more effi-
ciently chaperoned by NCp7 is related to differences in
the RNA–protein binding interaction. The addition of
Mg2+, however, did not result in a detectable stabilization
of the N-terminus, as no additional cross peaks were
observed in these spectra.

In conclusion, using 2-AP detected fluorescence assays
and NMR spectroscopy, we analyzed the amino acid re-
quirements for the efficient chaperone activity of NCp7 in
the maturation of the HIV-1 DIS RNA. Our results dem-
onstrate that the presence, but not the order, of the Zn
fingers is essential for proper functioning of NCp7 in
chaperoning the DIS maturation process, as is the
CCHC type of coordination for both the Zn fingers. The
presence of the aromatic residues Phe16 and Trp37 was
also found to be critical, and amino acid residues sur-
rounding these sites in the Zn fingers play a coordinated
role with these residues. Lastly, the positive charge of the
N-terminus appears to properly orient the Zn fingers on
binding the RNA, even though this region of NCp7
remains largely disordered in the complex. Though a
similar analysis of residues in the linker sequence was
not carried out, Kafaie et al (36) have shown that the
Zn linker plays more of a steric rather than electrostatic
role and that the identity of five central residues of the
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linker is not important for gRNA dimerization.
Structurally, Mg2+ was found to stabilize the binding
interface between NCp7 and the DIS kissing complex,
which correlates with previous data indicating that the
Mg2+ stablized DIS kissing dimer is chaperoned most ef-
ficiently by NCp7 in the maturation process. Overall, the
mechanism of NCp7 chaperoned DIS dimer maturation,
while sharing many commonalities with other NCp7 func-
tions in viral replication, has unique features that can be
attributed to specific RNA-protein structural interactions
involved in the DIS dimer refolding process.
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